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It seems like everytime we sit down to write our 

newsletter, we’re talking about change and our need to be 

flexible.  Life changes all the time, but it often feels as if our 

lives are changing in unexpected ways nearly everyday.  

This newsletter contains some of the biggest changes to date. 

We started this journey as a family of three, but in the 

beginning of March we became a family of four.  An 11 

year old girl named Sandra has come to live with us.  She is 

the adopted daughter 

of Cindy’s cousin 

who lives in the US.  

Sandra had been to 

boarding schools for 

the last couple of 

years and now 

Cindy’s cousin has 

asked us if we will 

take care of her. 

Let’s see, Sandra’s an orphan... her mother is a widow...  

Yeah, I think that fits in with God’s will. 

Sandra’s arrival has changed many things.  There isn’t 

an extra room at the new Im Jai for her to stay, so we have 

rented a house a couple of minutes away from the new site.  

We can’t take her around on our bike, so we have had to 

buy a truck.  Cindy has started homeschooling Sandra (she’s 

in 5
th
 grade, the same grade Cindy used to teach before we 

left – how cool is that?), so we aren’t all at Im Jai fulltime 

anymore. 

The fact that we no 

longer live at Im Jai and 

cannot be there fulltime 

has changed many 

things.  We’re still not 

sure how this will turn 

out in the end with our 

previous commitment to 

be house parents, but 

the leaders of Im Jai support us in taking care of this one 

soul, and I know God’s got His plan figured out anyway. 

So now we have a family four, but soon we will be a 

family of five.  Sean and Prang are engaged to be married 

this July.  We’re all very excited for them, and it sounds as 

if a number of people from the States will be able to come 

for the wedding.  They’re planning to have it in Prang’s 

village in the mountains, so it should be lots of fun.  The 

next newsletter might be a little late because we’ll want to 

tell you all about it. 

Sean is still working at Im Jai, fixing everything that 

needs fixing and driving everyone who needs driving.  He 

has been doing a lot of construction and electrical work at 

Im Jai’s new site.  It’s been a blessing that he can use his 

trade skills and also that he has a chance to be in 

relationship with the Thai construction workers there.  

Because of his upcoming marriage, Sean won’t be living at 

Im Jai either.  Instead, we will all be living together.  It’s 

totally a God-thing that all this worked out at the same time 

for the five of us to live together as a family. 

Cindy is spending most of her days homeschooling 

Sandra.  She likes it because she can focus her attention on 

one student and teach to her needs.  Having a house also 

means she gets to cook again, which she has missed very 

much; not to mention it’s just good to have a place we can 

finally call home.  She misses the kids at Im Jai a lot, but still 

visits them as often as possible. 

Adam spends most days working at Im Jai.  Because of 

Sandra, his work has been cut down so now his main 

responsibility is keeping the computers running and secure 

around Im Jai.  This will be a major task once Im Jai moves.  

He also teaches Sandra on Fridays, giving Cindy a break, and 

teaching subjects like Art, Music, and Computers in addition 

to the essentials. 

Here’s what we would like you to pray for, and remember 

to ask God for ways you can be praying more specifically: 

• Continue to pray for our 

relationship with God. 

• Pray for wisdom as Cindy and 

Adam raise and teach Sandra, 

and for protection over our 

marriage and family. 

• Pray that Sandra would 

internalize Jesus’ uncondi-

tional love for her. 

• Pray for protection over Sean 

and Prang’s upcoming mar-

riage. 

• Pray that our relationship with Im Jai would remain 

strong, and our roles would be made clear, as we pull 

away from Im Jai House a little bit. 

• Praise God for the peace and blessings that He has given 

us.  On the one hand we are concerned that living away 

from Im Jai could strain that relationship, but on the 

other it has given us some much needed freedom. 

• Pray that we would be able to discern God’s will, rather 

than our own, clearly throughout these changes. 

• Pray for that Im Jai’s move would go smoothly, and that 

the new situation would be a blessing for the children. 

Im Jai’s big move has been delayed a bit, so we don’t 

have anything to say on that topic yet.  It looks as if the next 

newsletter will have a lot of information for you.  If you can’t 

wait, you can always keep up with 

us on our website. 

 

Website: 
http://firewatching.com/itsara 

Adam: adamheine@gmail.com 

Cindy: cpheine@gmail.com 

Sean: snabott@yahoo.com 

 


